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AHSTRACT 
A brief historical review of time transfer techniques used during the last 
twenty years will be presented. Methods currently used will be discussed in 
terms of cost effectiveness as a function of accuracy achievable. Future 
trends will be discussed in terms of projected timekeeping capabilities. 
Within the last 20 years, we have seen improvements of several orders of magnitude in 
our ability to keep time. This has brought forth a number of sophisticated, timed 
nmigation and communications systems and led to a dramatic improvement in the time- 
keeping capabilities of many laboratories and observatories. The timek :epiny community 
has always been interested in transferring time between cooperating laboratories and in 
improving tima transfer techniques as timekeeping capabilities improved. Obvious 
operational economies can be achieved through coordinated and synchronized systems. 
Twenty-f ive years ago, timekeeping at the major observatories and laboratories of the 
world was between the 25-100 microsecond level. Fifteen yews ago, i t  was at the 5-25 
microsecond level. Up to about 5 years ago, i t  was down to the 1- 10 microsecond level. 
Today, I microsecond timekeeping is achievable with a modest amount of effort. In fact, 
the majar timekeeping centers are keeping sub-microsecond level timing, in the 5-200 
nanosecond range. Soon, we can expect nanosecond or, even, sub-nanasecond tirnekeep- 
ing. However, it will not be easily achieved or come cheaply. 
These statements concerning timekeeping require certain assumptions and understand- 
ings. "Timekeeping capability" as used here is neither rigorously defined nor is there a 
generally accepted consensus on what i t  means. Some would justifiably say that i f  they 
can make sub-nanosecond measurements in  a laboratory, they then have sub-nanosecond 
timekeeping. However, i t  may not be possible to predict how that time scale will 
compare with some accepted standard at sorne future epoch. This view provides the 
basis for the definition used in this paper. This definition takes into account a 
"standard" of comparison and includes the duration of the measurement. Therefore, in 
assessing timekeeping capability for a somewhat realistic case, it should include the 
ability to maintain a reference clock to within sorne prescribed tolerance to either a 
tirne scale determined by averaging a number of clocks or some external reference over 
some period of time. In this context, then, a I microsecond (us) timekeeping capability 
would mean that a laboratory could maintain a reference clock to within I microsecond 
of a mathematically derived time scale or some external reference, such as maintained 
by some navigation system for a reasonable period of tirne. In order to be concerned 
with operational systems, a reasonable period of time would be four weeks. 
In regard to the earlier mentioned developments in  timekeeping, it is obvious that the 
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introduction of the commercially available cesiulr beam frequency standard was a 
significant milestone which caused the first major improvement noted sorne 20 years 
ago. Improvements to the cesium beam frequency standard (improved tube), improve- 
tnents in the computution of local tirne scales and improved monitoring and measurement 
systems contributed to the next two rounds of improvements, During the next 10 yews, 
we can look forward to the i n t r d c t i o n  of several new devices, such as stored ion 
frequency standards and optiscrily pumped cesium beam frequency standards, into our 
timekeeping systems to spearhead the next round of improved capabilities. In order to 
utilize these devices in a practical way, more robust statistical techniques and improved, 
more stable measurement systems will also have to be introduced. Table I surnrncaizes 
in tabular form, while Figure I presents in graphical form the prqress made in 
"timekeeping" over the last 20 years and projects forward an estimate of what can 
optimistically be evected during the next 10 yews. 
TIME TRANSFER TECtiNIQUES 
Very frequently, after a timekeeping system has been inuagurated, it becomes desirable 
to intercornpare it with another system or systems. This desire may be based on real 
need, such as a requirement to mointain a system to within some specified tolerance, or 
intellectual curiosity, such as an interest in seeing the performance of one system with 
respect to another. I t  should be emphasized that this latter case is  also a real need, for 
example, one can he trying to intercompare laboratory type cesium beam frequency 
standards as a basis for the definition of the System International (SI) second. 
A time transfer comparison is usually achieved by the one or two-way exchange of timing 
data. One-way time transfer data is based on receiving a tirned signal from sorne 
transmitting system, such as 4 satellite disseminating time signal or a navigational 
system. Usually, one is concerned with simultaneous reception of the same signal. In 
order to use these signals for precise time transfer, one must first carefully evaluate the 
propagation puth delay from the transmitter and all electronic component delays of 
equipment used in the receiving system. One usually neglects delays in the transmitting 
system because all measurements are uswlly referenced to the time the signals leave the 
transmitting antenna. However, this does not rule out the need to know the delays 
through the transmitting equipment. Once the delays have been carefully estimated, 
they usually remaiq fixed until cotnponents are changed. The received signals are usually 
referenced to some local time standard. Two-way time transfer depends on the mutual 
exchange of scjme timed signals between the two stations involved. Because the mutually 
exchanged signals travel thou# the same atmosphere, propagation path delays do not 
affect the results as they are common to both sets of rneasuremer~ts and usually bop-out 
of the final comparison of the two-clocks. If there is some relaying device, such as a 
satellite, between the two stations, then it must be carefully investigated whether each 
signal suffers the same delay as it propagates th rwc j~  t l ~  relaying devices. For 
satellites, this means careful pre-launch calibration. 
Obviously, the precision and accuracy of Time Transfer Techniques should be comparable 
with the accuracies of the timekeeping capabilities of the systems we are comparing. If  
.rot, it could take an inordinately long period of time to make the comparison, A 
measurement precision of I ns will yield a frequency measurement good to 1x 10-1 2 in 
just 1000 secs ( 1 7 mid. A measurement system good to I microsecond will need over a 
day to attain the same precision in  frequency. 
The capabilities and usage of several Time Transfer Techniques over the lost two decades 
will be traced in order to develop a picture of future expectations in the field of Time 
Transfer. An historical approach to the categorization of the techniques (CCIH, 1982) 
will be used. These categories include geographic area of coverage, frequency deinain of 
the technique, and major system categorization, such as, r~avigation or communications 
systems. 
One of the simplest metlwds of classification is throudi the specification of ine fre- 
quency used to exchange timing data, such as radio or optical. In the former, we c~sually 
find sub-groups sucn as very low frequency (VLF), low frequency (LF), high frequency 
(HF), very high frequency (VHF) or microwave. Optical methods usually include laser 
pulses or optical fiber techniques. Various systetns developed for specio: yrposes such 
as navigarion or communications can also be used for tirne transfzr. These systems can 
be either land-based or satellite-based. The most obvious ones are the navigation 
systems, such as Loran-C, Transit, Omega and the Global Positioning System (CPS) and 
the communication systems, such as geostationary commercial cotnmunications satellites 
and the Defense Satel li te Communications System (DSCS). Very Long Baseline Inter- 
ferometry (VLBI), becuuse i t  requires highly precise frequency standards which are used 
as a local reference oscillator and clock, can be used as a time transfer system over 
intermediate to intercontinental distances. Time transfer techniques which ure local in 
coverage include both radio (TV, rnicrowave, satellite systems) and optical (laser pulses 
and optical fibers). Methods which are intermediate i t1  coverage include LF, HF and 
satellite systems. t-lernispheric or intercontinental coverage in time transfer can be 
achieved through VLF or satellite systems. The latter are used for greatest precision. 
The satellite systerns can be at either radio or optical frequencies. 
During the last 20 years, the various systems mentioned above have been used in varying 
degrees by the timekeeping community to effect time transfers. Some systems have 
enjoyed more use than others, some have recent popularity. The choice of system i s  
based on requirements and avuilable funding. Th.-, popularity of some systems rests on 
the fact that over the years, they have shown an ability to increase system performance 
with time and use. Some systcrns have not and tend to be bounded in their time transfer 
capabilities. Hence, their usage quickly becomes limited. As i t  is with t i~nekeeping 
systems, progress is marked by one of three i tems: 
a) introduction of new devices, i.e. new technique; 
b) improvements to fundamentals of technique, i.e. improved propagation theory 
or ha-dware; 
or 
c) technical irnprovements in ancillary or support systems, i.e., improved 
meusure~nent components (SITREM modems). 
As the capubili ties of these systems for time transfer are traced over the last 20 years, 
thc various factors which have caused enhancements in their capabilities will be 
mentioned as well as the factors which limit the technique. 
RADIO TECHI4IQUt-S FOR TIME TRANSFER 
While optical methods, such as the dropping of a time ball at noon, dominated the ecrly 
history of time transfer, their area of coverage wus a limitation to their use. The 
introduction of the telegraph for time distribution brouQIt about a rnajor revolution in 
time transfer. The area of coverage of a time transfer system was greatly expanded. A 
significant increase in accuracy of time transfer was also achieved compared to the 
bopping of the tirne ball. We have here the case of an increase in time transfer 
capability t hrougtr the use of a new technology. 
A. VLF and LF Techniques 
In 1904, the use of VLF transmissions from a U. S, Navy communication station for time 
distribution brought about another revolution in time transfer capabilities. A whole new 
region of the spectrum and a whole new technclogy was quickly seized-upon to effect 
intercontinental time transfer. By 1964 (Blair, 1974), time transfer techniques using VLF 
transmissions were good to about 50 us. in accuracy. The primary usage of VLF signals 
which has evolved over the last 20-30 years has been as a means of frequency control and 
stability measurement, Propagation path variations huve proven to be the largest 
limitation to their use as a source of time. These variations are of a periodic nature, 
which can be modeled to a large extent, and a non-periodic nature, such as Sudder~ 
Ionospheric Disturbances (SID's) and Polar Cap Absorptions (PCA's), whose amounts can 
not be predicted. It was tlwu@t that ?Ire introduction of the Omegu Navigation Systetn, 
which used several VLF transmissions, would allow time to be recovered to about I us 
throu& the use of two-frequency techniques. More will he said about this in a later 
section. In any event, the non-predictable variations in both the periodic and non- 
periodic portions of propagation path variations have proven to be a limitation to the use 
of this technique to better than 10 us i t 1  accuracy. Extreme care and ideal laboratory 
conditions and equipmet,+ might reduce this number by 30-60 percent. 
LF trantrnissions are subject to the same limitations In accuracy as the VLF systems. 
Dispersion, caused by the difftveixe in the phase and group velocities of the VLF and LF 
waves, must be taken into account. As mentioned earlier, the primary effects in the VLF 
region are in the ionosphere. While in the LF region, the primary effects are caused by 
ground conductivity variations. 
6. HF Techniques 
The HF standard tirne and frequency trammissions hwe proven to be the most exten- 
sively used timing signals. While unmodelable ionospheric variations tend to limit their 
accuracy to about 0.2 ms., they are the most widely used and cost-effective meam of 
time tra7sfer. Their lack of great accuracy has not hampered their popularity and 
frequency of use because there are a large rrumber of users who need time only to the 
accuracy necessary for everyday life, I sec. In fact, these HF signals are necessary for 
the initially setting most high precision time transfer systems in  order to set tlwir 
observing windows. 
C. TV Techniques 
While inore limited in geographical coverage than other RF techniques, TV tirne trarwfer 
systems are capable of reasonably high degrees of accuracy and precision The original 
experiment of Tolman et al (1967) and its immediate applications were limited to about 
100 ns in accuracy primarily because of receiver noise, Ifnproved hardware has now 
reduced that number to about 10 ns. The atrnosphere now seerns to be the limiting factor 
for this technique. Geographic coverage is limited to primarily line-of-sight by the fact 
that the path the signals take are subject to large and unpredictable variatiom in order 
to compensate for the source of some network programming. Table 2 summarizes the 
development of the RF techniques for Time Transfer during the last 20 yews. 
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR TIME TRANSFER 
During the last 20 yews, navigation systeins have been th,- primary meam for time 
transfer where wide geographic coverage and a relatively high degree of accuracy are 
required (Klepczynski, 1983). The four major systems in use for this purpose ore Omega, 
Transit, Loran-C, and the Global Positioning System (GPS). In all but the Transit system, 
the navigation signals emanating from their respective transmitters ara control led by 
redundant cesium beam frequency standards. This asures the reliability and stability of 
the signals. 
The importance of these navigation systems to the timekeeping community cannot be 
overstated. 1-oran-C has been the primary vehicle which has allowed the Bureau 
International de I'Heure (BIH) to compute International Atomic Time (TAI) based on 
international representation. By noting the difference of contributing cesium clocks with 
respect to locally received Loran-C signals, i t  is possible to form a semi-global time 
scale through somewhat sophisticated averaging techniques (Cmnveaud and Guinot, 
1976). The degree to which the various Loran-C chains can be coordinated (Charron, 
1981) determines the geographic extent of contributing laboratories. The use of CPS for 
this purpose h a  been growing. Because of its precision a d  scclrracy a d  because i t  is a 
truly global system, CPS can contribute significantly 30 this task, In fact, CPS timing 
receivers are now located on four continents and are allowing marly more laboratories to 
contribute to the formation of TAI. I t  is thus becoming a truly in t .sn .~~ iond time scale. 
A. Omega 
As mentioned earlier, Omega suffers from the same limitatio: ..:.:t affect al l  VLF 
transmissions. Initial experiments with dual frequency timing receivers indicated that i t  
was possible to build a receiver that could acheive a microsecond precision in timing. 
Unfortunately, ionospheric vwiatiorw significantly degraded the transmitted signals to 
the 1-5 us level. More significantly, the frequency difference used in the experimental 
dual frequency timing receivers was not found among the frequencies actually trans- 
mitted by the operational Omega system, including the four nwigation and one unique 
frequency transmitted by each member of the system. Thus, while Tabte 3 indicates a 
limit of 5 us f o ~  Omega time trarufer, it cannot be achieved in practice. 
B. Tmnsit 
The navigation solution in  the Transit system analyzes the received Doppler shift of the 
signal transmitted from the spacecraft. The stability requirements of the transmitted 
nwigation frequency translates into a tirning requirement of about 300 us. These 
requirements can be met by a high quality crystal oscillator. However, the ground 
stations which control the spacecraft oscillator, al l  make their measurements with 
respect to cesium beam frequency standards. Thus, control of the spacecraft oscillator 
is operationally maintained at a higher level than required by the nwigation require- 
ments. In fact, Transit timing receivers can d ta in  a precision of 25 us in their* time 
transfer capabilities. The new Nova satellite, which was lctunched into orbit in  1982, 
contains a significantly better orcil lator control system than the older Oscar satellites, 
consequently time transfers utilizing the Nova spacecraft can achieve a precision of 
between 3-20 us. In addition, the Nova spacecraft has built into it a PRN code modula- 
tion scheme which has the inherent capability to improve Transit time transfers to the 
sub-microsecond level. Unforttmately, this capability has not been operationally , 
implemented. 
C. Loran-C 3 
Each of the 3-5 transmitting rites making up the stations of a Loran-C chain h a  4 
cesium beam frequency stamjar& govarning the timing of the transmitted pulse. 
Synchronization within a chain can be kept within 20 na. However, this is a relative 
synchronization and relates to navigation. It dnes not pertain to time transfer 
accuracy. It is a measure of the ultimate accuracy limit for time transfers i f  all 
I 
systematic effects can be taken into account. The initial time transfer receivers 
developed for Loran-C were very awkwurd to use, requiiing an oscilliscope and excellent 
judgement in  locating the third zero crossover of the first pulse of the series of 
navigation pulses. The early seventies saw the emergence of the Austron 2000C Lorar~C 
tirning receiver. While i t  was not a completely automatic receiver a d  stil l a l itt le 
cumbersome to use, i t  did help make the process of locking the receiver to the Lori-n-C 
signals a litt le easier. A good technician, with a l i t t le training, could set one up wilhin 
an hour, tbwever, the process still required the use of an oscilloscope and good judg- 
ment in locating the third zero crassover. 
Our knowledge of the perplexities of the propagation path delay computa+ions has 
improved. Computer programs, which computed the propagation path delay, bepn to 
take into account t l ~  conductivity of the surface over which the signals travelled. Thus, 
it became possible to achieve microsecond time trunsters using Loran-C In certain pcrts 
of the world. With the advent of the Austron 2100, a microprocessor based LorawC 
timing receiver in the early W's, many of the problems associated with setting up a 
Loran-C timing receiver disappeared. The primary one being the selection of the ttiird 
zero crossover. Inspection of time transfer data taken with these nevq receivers indicate 
o root mean sqmre error of about 20-30 ns. Unfortunately, comparison of Loran-C time 
transfers with other techniques, in particular communication satellite time transfers 
(Costain et al, 1979) are supporting the conjectures that tllere is a,, anrwal variation in 
the propagation path delays on the order of about I us. 
D. GPS 
The CPS system is  a satellite-based navigation systern which will give 24 h~ur ,  world- 
wide, three dimensional positiori fixing capability to two levels of accuracy, Il;m and 
loom, respectively. The navigation signal= transmitted from each of the 18 satellites in 
the final configuration will be controlled by cesium beam frequency standards or a 
rubidium frequency standud. GPS syste~n time, which is based on the time kept at a 
ground station which has been designated as the master clock for the system, is 
physically kept to within I us of UTC(USN0). In addition, a set ~f coefficients is 
trans~rrit ted with the navigution message which allows the user to derive U'TC(USN0j to 
within 100 ns. 
Two portable clock verification trips in the mid-sevecties showed that the CPS system 
would prove to be the major time distribution and time transfer system of the future. 
The first involved the acceptance testing of a single frequency time transfer unit 
(Putkovich, 1979) which showed that the set was capable of an accuracy of 50 ns. The 
second verified the time tranqfer capabilities of a specially modified d w l  frequency 
navigation receiver <Rot!i et al, 1979). This series of experiments showed an accuracy of 
27 ns in time transfer capability. That these tests verified the tirne t r  arufer capabilities 
of the CPS system at such an early stage of its development, indicated thot the system 
had great potential. 
Allan and Weiss ( 1  980) pointed out the advantages of using common-view time tramtsr 
measurements. In this way, the lirnitations in precision of present single freque~cy CPS 
Tirne Transfer Units can be better overcome. Ry looking at tlle same sotellite at the 
same instant, two stations could reduce the error budget in their time transfers by a 
significant amount because all errors common to the spacecroft clock and most of the 
error due to poor eplw~nerides would be eliminated from the measurements. The primcry 
errors left i n  the measurements would be that due to the difterential, cmmodelled 
ionospheric path delays between the two stations. The differential unmodelled t r o p  
spheric corrections should be about a narmecond or srnaller, provided that the 
trappheric models are correct. Portable clock visits, which are also necessary for 
system calibration, have demonstrated that common-view CPS time tmnsf ers show u 
consistency of between 5-10 ns. Table 3 summarizes the development of navigation 
systems for Time Transfer during the last 20 years. 
SATELIITE SYSTEMS FOR TlME TRANSFER 
h i d e s  the satelli te-based navigation systems: there exist a number of satel li te-based 
cmmunications systems which are extremely effective for time transfer. The use of 
geoatatiomry communication satellites for time transfer goes back to 1962 when clocks 
at USNO, NPL and RGO were compared to an accuracy of I us using two-way exchange 
of 5 us long pulses through the Telstar satellite (Steele et al, 1964). During the late 70fs, 
a three-yew long link was established between North America and Europe using the 
Symphonie satellite (Costain et al, 1979) at C-band (416 GHz). At the same tirne, 
experiments using the HermesICTS satellite at K-band (1 21 14 CHS were commenced 
between USNO, NBS and NRC (Costain, 1 979). Sub-nanosecond precision and accuracies 
of 20-50 ns were obtained by these techniques. Recently, rl new PRN modem (SITREM), 
specially designed for time transfer (Hartl et al, 1983 a), has been used in some 
experiments (Hartl et al, 1983 b). While precisions in time transfer achieved with this 
' t3N modem are comparable to those achieved in the latter Hermes/CTS experiments, 
i.e., 600 ps, the main advantage of these modems lies in  their simplicity of use and small 
power requirem-is. Only I watt of transmitting power is required. Because of the PRN 
coding technique and low power, the signals are non-interfering. 
I f  care is not taken to carefully calibrate and measure all delays in the satellite being 
used before launch, thest techniques suffer in  attainable accuracy. Hence, portable 
clock trips ore necessary to remove systematic errors between cooperating stations. 
Because these techniques use two-way exchange of signals, many common errors b o p  wt 
of the time transfer mathematics. However, non-reciprocal delays through the channels 
and transponders of the satellite & not &op wt, as well as differential ionospheric and 
tropospheric delays. The use of DSCS for time transfer is similar to that of using 
commercial communications satellites, in principle. Because of operational require- 
ments, .here are some tectnical differences in how the time transfers are made. 
However, the results are comparable. 
The GOES satellite is primarily a weather and environmental monitoring platform. The 
data down-linked from the satellite contains a time code provided by and referenced to 
the NBS ~Hanson et al, 1979). The system is used as a time distribution system in North 
America. If  the user applies corrections for his location, an accuracy of I ms can be 
attained If the user also applies corrections for the position of the satellite, an 
accuracy of 30-50 us can be achieved. Table 4 compares the capabilities of some 
satellite systems over the last 20 years. 
SPECIAL SYSTEMS FOR TIME TRANSFER 
WhI!e zmigation and commw~ication systems are significant contributors to the 
timekeeping field, several other systems, such as VLBI, laser ranging and Portable 
Clocks, also contribute significantly. There is no single unifying theme which brings 
these three techniques under one category. VLBl requires highly precise frequency 
standmds at eoch station in a network. The VLBl correlation process, itself, detert-r' , lnes 
the offsets in both epoch and frequency of the clocks within the network. Thus, a VLBl 
network is a self-contained synchronized network (but not in real-time). Very short laser 
pulses can form the basis of o highly precise time transfer system, because the time of 
arrival of a coded seque .? of extremely short laser pulses can be crnambiguously and 
precisely determined. Portable clocks are included in this categorj because they have 
been the ultimate technique for verification and calibration of all other techniques. 
VLBl has shown itself to be an extremely precise time transfer system. Over the yeas, 
the data recording teclmiques used in  various VLBl systems has gown and evolved into 
the present wide band system known as the Mark Ill system. The original Mark I sytern 
had a bandwidth of only 2 KHz. A1 len Rogers (1 976) has shown that the ultimate capabil- 
i ty to synchroriize two VLBl tapes is based on their bandwidth and SIN ratio of the 
observed sources. For the Mark I system, this is about I50 ps. For the Mark II system, 
whose bandwidth is 9 ?4Hz, this number is typically about 100 ps. These numbers refer to 
the inherent precision which +he correlation process can attain. However, there are 
many systematic effects which rnust be removed in order to achieve uccuracy. Several 
experiments have attempted to  verify the VLBl intrinsic capabilities by carefully 
calibral ing and evaluating the many delays throuc& the elements af a VLBl system (Clark 
et al, 1979; Spencer et al, 1981; and Johnston et al, 1983). The best results which have 
k e n  obtained to date are those of Spencer et al (1 981) and Johnston et al (1 983) where 
verification was done at the 3 ns and 2 ns levels, respectively. I t  has become rather 
obvious that at these levels, present day verification and ccllibratio;l tectniques are 
tnaryinally adequate. The ultimate limitation to VLBl time transfer appears to be the 
atmosphere and will limit the accuracy of VLBl time transfers to about 60 ps (Crane, 
1976). 
The two-way exchange of laser pulses should prove to be an extre:nely precise a d  
accurate [net hod for time transfer. When used to synchronize two ground stations over a 
distance of 35 km, a precision of 600 ps was achieved (Alley ct al, 1982). Inter- 
continental time transfer, as proposed by the Lasso Program (Leschiutta, 19791, using a 
satellite with a retrereflector and an on-board event timer should achieve similar 
results. However, this experiment has not been done as yet because the satellite planned 
for this purpose never rnade i t  into orbit. Use of very short laser pulses assures that the 
time of reception will be precisely recorded. Use of a reflecting surface, as opposed to a 
relaying transponder in the radio region, assures a reciprocal path. The differential 
variations in the propagation path delay during two-way exchange of laser pulses would 
become the limiting factor to the accuracy of this method. Thus, it seems that this 
technique should prove to be the verification and calibration system of the future. 
Unfortunately, laser stations which have sufficient capability both in regards to 
manpower and equipment are very few and very expensive to operate. 
For the moment, the portable clock is the primary, although somewhat limited, ver i f  ica- 
tion and calibrcltion system for certifying the accuracy of time transfers. Over the i 
years, the capabilities of portable cfi>ck trips has improved. Initially, in the early 605, 
one could only expect 1-5 us as the resulting occuracy of a PC trip. This improved 
dramatically with the introduction of the cesium clocks with the high performance beam 
tube. Since the early 70's (Putkovich, 1981 1, several factors have contributed to the 
further improvement i n  the accuracy attained with PC trips. Improved monitoring of the 
PC before and after the trip and care in minimizing the duration of the trip have helped i 
the situation. For special critical experiments, an ensemble of clocks (Hafele & Keating, , 
1972 and Spencer et al, 1981) has been used. Presently, the best perfornance that can be 
expected from a PC trip is about I ns. This means a short trip and use of more than one 
PC. Table 5 shows the capabilities of these specicll systems during the last 20 years. ! 8 
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COST FACTORS OF VARIOUS TIME TRANFER TECHNIQUES i 
Many factors enter into the choice of selecting a time transfer systetn to meet a require- 
ment. Very often, cost is the s in~ le  most important factor. Table 6 is presented in order 
to give a comparison of coats versus accuracy of technique. There is a general trend of 
increased precision meaning increased costs. However, on considering CPS, it can be 
seen that for about twice the cost of a Loran-C timing receiver, one gets 8-10 times the 
performance. It should be pointed out that within a few short yecrs, CPS timing 
receivers have &opped in price from their initial offering of about $55K to abut  $25K in 
1985. It is expected that this trend should continue. It is also interesting to note that at 
$25K, CPS timing receivers are less than the price of a cesium beam frequency standard. 
The sub-narmaecond techniques, at this point in time, are still expensive. In order to 
utilize commercial communication satellites, an Earth station is needed. It would cost 
about $105~ to outfit one. However, this may not be a significant problem as many 
laboratories almost have this capability i f  resources with sister institutions are 
combined. The use of VLBl requires the equivalent of a radio astronomical observatory. 
The c a t  of establishing one would be in excess of $ 1 0 0 ~ .  A local, high-precision laser 
ranging system could be established for several hundreds of thousands of dollars. To 
expand to an intercontinental time transfer system would require the establishment of an 
observatory quality facility at a cost in excess oi a mil lion &I lars. However, one should 
not look at askance at these techniques. It may not be necesscry to comrnit these vast 
resources to utilize these techniques. Several observatories already participate in VLBl 
networks. Consequently, the building blocks for nodes in an organized time transfer 
system exist. As timekeeping capabilities evolve and there becomes a greater need to 
perform super-precise and accurate time transfers on a regular basis, the use of existing 
resources in a cost-effective manner wil l evolve. 
OlSCUSSlON AND CONCLUSIONS 
It does not seem that in the next ten yews we will have any significant changes in time 
transfer instrumentation. Existing tectnology, with improvements, can probably keep up 
with timekeeping improvements, which will be based upon the introduction of hydrogen 
maser devices into time scales and also other new standards such as stored ion devices. 
Unless some serendipitous discovery allows a new type of technology to be applied to 
timekeeping, there appears to be no major quantum leap in time transfer technology 
capabilities in prospect. Most likely, we will witness a gradual evolution in the 
improvement of precision and accuracy of current techniques, some of which are in their 
developmental stage, i.e., laser-ranging. Most likely, these improvements wil l lead to 
the 10- 100 ps range in time transfer capability. Satellite communications systems will 
play a larger role in time transfer techniques. These systems will go to higher 
frequencies with greater system bandwidths. Hopefully, we will see better pre-launch 
calibration in order to improve their accuracy. We will probably see the development of 
an intercontinental loser-ranging time transfer system. In order to utilize resources in a 
cost-effective manner we will see a developing hierarchy where some laboratories or 
observatories will become important nodes in an integrated time transfer network. 
CPS will play a major role in worljwide time transfer. It will become one of the most 
cost-effective systems for a majority of users, in spite of the cloud of Selective 
Availability and Denial of Accuracy which hangs over the community of civilian users. 
There are effective ways to overcome some shortcomings, perhaps not in real time and 
perhaps not attaining all of the present day's precision attainable with the Standtrd 
Positioning Service. However, it still will be a viable caat-effective system. In the 
coming decade, there could arise a need for satellite-to-satellite time transfers. This 
would evolve from a need for the worldwide exchange of data through satellites or be 
biven by scientific reasons such as interferometry in space. There may be a demand for 
medium precision time transfer in order to synchronize networks of comp~ters. The 
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Table I 
TIMEKEEPING IN BETTER 
TIMEKEEPING LABOHATOHIES 
Commercial cesium just introduced (HPS060). 
Crystals s t a t  to be phased out. 
Iiigh Performance Cesium Beatn Tube introduced 
Time scale algorithm improved. I~nyroved measure- 
ment and control systerns. Active hydrogen masers 
introduced. Laboratory type cesiums being run as 
clccks. 
ltnproved optically pumped Cs tubes 
Stored ion Devices 
Passive Hy&ogen masers 
Cooled active hydroc,)en masers 
Robust techniques for alyorithms 
Improved rneasurement systems 
Table 2 
HF TECHNIQUES FOR 
TIME TRANSFER 
1964 1974 1984 SOUHCES OF ERROR 
- - - - 
VLF 500us l Ous lOus Variation in  propagation path delay due to ionosphere 
LF 50us 40us 20us Variations in  propagation path dealy due to lono- 
i spheric variations and ground conductivity variations 
i 
HF I ms 0.2ms 0.231s Propagation delays 
4 TV - IOOns Ions Atmosphere 
Table 3 









LORAN-C 5- I Ous 0.5-5us 40-70011s Seasonal Term 
OMEGA - 5us 5us 
TRANSIT SOOus 25us 3-20us Dependent on satellite used 
CPS - loons 5-40ns Best results with common \view 
Table 4 










GOES - 5 h s  30us Time distribution system 
DSCS - IOOns Sons Measurement System lirni ted 




SPECIAL SYSTEMS FOR 
TlME TRANSFERS 
Portable I-5us 30-IOO(lns 5-500ns Limitedbydurationoftrip 
Clocks 
VLBl - 150ps(I 5ns) 60ps(3ns) Ultirnately limted by atmosphere to 
about 60ps accuracy; values in 






4) Portable Clock 
5) CPS 
6) Cornm. Satellites 
7) VLBl 
8) Laser Ranging 
Table 6 
COSTS OF VARIOUS 
TlME TRANSFEH TECHt\llQUES 
Cost for System (Receiver ) 
$7K 
S12K 
$ I OK (receiver) 




SK (PRN Modem) 










ln r  1 M 
Figire I Hange of values expected in timekeeping capabilities at 
better laboratories. The values for 1984 are author's 
estimates. 
- - -  
l u r  J 
Figure 2 Hange of 'Tirne Transfer cdpabilities. The values for 




Figure 3 Composite of Figures I and 2 
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QUESTIQNS A N D  ANSWERS 
B O B  B A K E R ,  V A N ~ J E N B E R G  A I R  FORCE BASE, FEDERAL ELECTRIC 
CORPORATION, ITT:  Would you s a y  a  f e w  w o r d s  a b o u t  s e l e c t i v e  
a v a i l a b i l i t y  f o r  C P S ,  p l e a s e .  
M R .  KLEPCZYNSKI: T h a t  is a  d i f f i c u l t  s u b j e c t .  R i g h t  now t h e  p l a n  
o r  p o l i c y  i s  t h a t ,  e v e n t u a l l y  a t  s o m e  t i m e ,  w h e n  t h e  s y s t e m  
becomes o p e r a t i o n a l ,  t h e  c u r r e n t  c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  f o r  
t h e  C A  c o d e  w i l l  b e  d e g r a d e d  t o  a b o u t  a  100  m e t e r  p r e c i s i o n  f o r  
n a v i g a t i o n  p u r p o s e s ,  w h i c h  w o u l d  mean t h a t  i t  v ~ o u l d  g o  down t o  
a b o u t  300 n a n o s e c o n d s  f o r  time t r a n s f e r .  
However, t h e  common view mode would e l i m i n a t e  some o f  t h e s e  
p rob lems .  
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  n o t  a l l  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e s  w h i c h  a r e  i n  o r b i t  
now would  h a v e  t h a t  c a p a b i l i t y ,  would  n o t  b e  a b l e  t o  h a v e  t h e  
s e l e c t i v e  a v a i l a b i l i t y  a p p l i e d  t o  t k e m ,  I t ' s  o n l y  t h e  l a s t  one  o r  
t w o  s a t e l l i t e s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  l a u n c h e d  w h i c h  h a v e  t h a t  
c a p a b i L i t y ,  a s  we l l  a s  t h e  f u t u r e  o n e s .  T h o s e  a l r e a d y  i n  o r b i t  
w i l l  a t i l l  p r o v i d e  t h a t  c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  f i v e  o r  t e n  y e a r s  -- t h e i r  
l i f c t i m e .  T h e r e  a r e  some c l o u d s  on t h e  h o r i z o n ,  b u t  i t ' s  n o t  t h a t  
baJ.  The s y s t e m  w i l l  e v o l v e  and ,  I t h i n k ,  k e e p  g o i n g .  
'IR. BUISSON: L e t  me a d d  o n e  t h i n g .  T h e  s e l e c t i v e  a v a i l a b i l i t y  
c a p a b i l i t y  w i l l  e x i s t ,  b u t  t h e r e  i s  a c h a n c e  t h a t  i t  w i l l  n e v e r  
happen.  
M R .  B A K E R :  Thank you. I h a v e  a n o t h e r  q u e s t i o n :  On your  commerc in l  
s a t e l l i t e ,  you d i d n ' t  l i s t  t h e  c o s t  c f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  u s a g e .  
M R .  KLEPCZYNSKI: T h a t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  g e t  a h a n d l e  o n ,  Some o f  
t h e  new t e c h n i q u e s ,  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  t h e  s p r e a d  s p e c t r u m  modem, o n l y  
n e e d  o n e  f o u r  m e g a h e r t z  w i d e  v o i c e  c h a n n e l .  You d o n ' t  n e e 3  t h e  
number  o f  c h a n n e l s  t h a t  you n e e d  f o r  a  TV b r o a d c a s t  o r  a n y t h i n g  
l i k e  t h a t .  T i m e  c o s t s  a b o u t  f i f t y  d o l l a r s  p e r  h o u r  o r  l e s s  b u t ,  
f o r  t ime t r a n s f e r ,  you w o u l d n ' t  b e  on  t h e  a i r  f o r  an  h o u r .  A l l  
you would  h a v e  t o  b e  on would  b e  f i v e  o r  t e n  s e c o n d s ,  c r  maybe 
f i v e  m i n u t e s  i f  you wanted i t  t o  be  r c n l l y  good.  
T h a t  p a r t  o f  t h e  c o s t  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  m i n o r .  I t ' s  t h e  i n i t i a l  
c a p i t a l  c o s t  which wokld b e  t h e  b i g g e s t  p rob lem.  
SAM W A R D ,  JET i'ROPULSION LABORATORY: I t h i n k  i t  s h o u l d  b e  
emphasized a l s o  t h a t ,  a l t h o u g h  h i g h l y  b r e c i s e ,  t h e  l a s e r  and V L B I  
t e c h r i q u e s  c a r r y  a h e a v y  b u r d e n  i n  t h e  a p r i o r i  l e v e l  o f  t i m e  
s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  t h a t  m u s t  be  e s t a b l i s h e d  b e f o r e  you can u s e  t h e  
t e c h n i q u e .  
M R .  KLEPCZYNSKI: T h e r e  i s  no  q u e s t i o n  a b o u t  i t .  T h a t ' s  why I 
i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  g o i n g  t o  b e  v e r y  f e w  c e n t e r s  w i t h  t h a t  
c a p a b i l i t y .  
